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a b s t r a c t

The effects of various process variables on the formation of polytypes during SiC single crystal growths
have been investigated using atomistic simulations based on an empirical potential (the second nearest-
neighbor MEAM) and first-principles calculation. It is found out that the main role of process variables
(temperature, surface type, growth rate, atmospheric condition, dopant type, etc.) is not to directly
change the relative stability of SiC polytypes directly but to change the formation tendency of point
defects. The biaxial local strain due to the formation of point defects is found to have an effect on the
relative stability of SiC polytypes and is proposed in the present study as a governing factor that affects
the selective growth of SiC polytypes. Based on the present local strain scheme, the competitive growth
among SiC polytypes, especially the 4H and 6H-SiC, available in literatures can be reasonably explained
by interpreting the effect of each process variable in terms of defect formation and the resultant local
strain. Those results provide an insight into the selective growth of SiC polytypes and also help us obtain
high quality SiC single crystals.

& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Silicon carbide (SiC) is of fundamental and industrial interest
due to its excellent electronic and mechanical properties [1–5].
With these advantages, it has been regarded as a wide-band gap
semiconductor to be applicable to high-power switching, high
temperature and radiation-resistant electronics [6]. SiC crystals are
usually grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), physical vapor
transport (PVT) or vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) method [7]. Generally,
the SiC single crystals are grown on a {0001} seed, because
Acheson crystals [8], which have a plate-like shape with a well-
developed (0001) Si or (0001) C face, are the only available single
crystals.

More than 200 SiC polytypes are known to exist in nature [9].
They are described by different stacking of Si–C double layers
along the direction perpendicular to the closed-packed plane, i.e.,
the cubic (111) or the hexagonal (0001) [7]. The ideal cubic (of the
ZnS structure) or 3C structure follows an ABCABC… stacking
sequence, whereas the stacking sequence in the [0001] direction
of the hexagonal polytype 2H, for example, is ABAB.., where A, B,
and C represent the three possible positions of the Si–C double
layers. In order to characterize the polytypes, it is convenient to
use the degree of hexagonality which is defined as the ratio of the
number of hexagonal layers in the total number of layers per unit

cell [7]. For example, 3C-SiC has 0% hexagonality and 2H-SiC has
100% hexagonality. Among various SiC polytypes, the practical
interest is 4H and 6H-SiC structures because they can be grown as
large single crystal ingot on a commercial scale [10]. 4H and
6H-SiC have hexagonal lattice in common. While 4H-SiC (50%
hexagonality) has four alternating layers (ABCB) along the [0001]
direction, 6H-SiC (33% hexagonality) has six alternating layers
(ABCACB) along the direction.

Since SiC polytypes tend to mix with each other during crystal
growth, many experiments have been performed to obtain single
crystals of pure 4H [10–13] or 6H-SiC [13–16] polytype or to find
the process variable that governs the growth of individual poly-
types, as will be described hereafter.

The process variable first selected as the governing factor that
affects the growth of individual polytypes of SiC is the tempera-
ture. The effect of temperature on the selection of SiC polytypes is
rather clear and the formation efficiency of various SiC polytypes
can even be presented in a functional form of temperature. The
formation of 3C-SiC at low temperatures and the formation of
the other polytypes at high temperatures are commonly reported
[17–20]. However, among hexagonal-SiC polytypes, the 6H-SiC
tends to be formed more easily than the 4H-SiC polytype at higher
temperatures [17,18], which indicates that the hexagonality of the
SiC crystals is not a monotonic function of temperature.

The outermost atomic layer, Si (Si-face) or C (C-face), covering
the SiC (0001) surface has also been selected by several groups
[21–25] as a governing factor that has an influence on the growth
of polytypes. It is found that 6H-SiC grows on the Si-face, whereas
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4H-SiC grows on the C-face [21–25]. The difference in the surface
energy between the C-face and Si-face is thought to have influence
on the selective growth of SiC polytypes [21]. In spite of the strong
influence of face, it is also found that 6H-SiC tends to grow on
C-face at low growth rate [25], which indicates that the crystal
growth rate is also a factor that governs the growth of polytypes.
However, its effect is non-decisive. Contrary to the above observa-
tion (decreasing hexagonality with decreasing growth rate [25]), a
growth of 3C-SiC and hexagonal-SiC at high and low growth rates,
respectively (decreasing hexagonality with increasing growth
rate), has also been reported [17]. The deviation of Si:C ratio in
growing atmosphere from ideal value (one) seems to have a
similar non-decisive effect on the growth of polytypes. For
example, in a C-rich condition, the formation of 4H [26] or
3C-SiC [27] are reported. In a sense that the 4H-SiC has a higher
hexagonality than 6H-SiC while the opposite occurs for the 3C-SiC,
the formation of both 4H and 3C-SiC in the same C-rich condition
should be interpreted as that the effect of Si:C ratio in the growing
atmosphere is non-decisive.

In addition to the above-mentioned process variables, the effect
of doping elements on the growth of polytypes also needs to be
examined. For example, the formation of both 4H [28–31] and 6H-
SiC [32] have been reported with a doping of a common p-type
dopant, Al. On the other hand, an enhanced formation of 4H
[33–36] or 3C-SiC [37] has been reported with a doping of a
common n-type dopant, N. In the case of 4H-SiC formation
[33–36], the N-doping increased the formation tendency of
4H-SiC over 6H-SiC [33] or over 6H and 15R-SiC [34–36]. However,
in case of 3C-SiC [37], the formation efficiency of 3C-SiC is
reported to increase at the expense of 6H and 15R-SiC, with
increasing doping level of nitrogen [37], which is opposite to the
previous information [33–36] from the viewpoint of hexagonality.

Besides the above-mentioned effects of process variables, the
effects of native point defects such as carbon or silicon vacancy are
also reported [38,39]. In an experiment [38], a smaller number of
carbon vacancies but a larger number of silicon vacancies are
observed in samples with increasing hexagonality. On the other
hand, a first-principles (FP) calculation [39] reports that 4H and
6H-SiC are the most stable polytype under a high concentration
(10%) of carbon vacancies and silicon vacancies, respectively. It
should be also mentioned here that there is an effort to interpret
the selective growth of various polytypes in terms of driving force
changes that originate from local strain due to differences in
thermal expansion between the epilayer and substrate, injection
of interstitials and stacking faults, doping-induced differences in
lattice constant or electronic effects [40]. Since its influence on the
growth of polytypes is not clearly known, the effects of local strain
need to be systematically investigated.

It has been shown that the effects of various process variables and
native defects on the growth of SiC polytypes are mostly non-
decisive and more systematic investigations are required. Since the
growth of polytypes is a materials phenomenon that occurs on an
atomic scale, theoretical atomistic approaches would be highly
required for the systematic investigation to find governing factors
for the formation of SiC polytypes. Due to the large numbers of atoms
involved during the crystal growth, atomistic simulations (Molecular
Dynamics (MD) and Molecular Statics (MS)) based on (semi-)empiri-
cal interatomic potentials need to be considered in addition to the
first-principles (FP) calculation. In this case, the quality of the
interatomic potential is essential for the reliability of simulations.

Indeed, several interatomic potentials have been developed
for the SiC system, including Pearson [41], Tersoff [42–45],
Brenner [47–49], modified embedded-atom method (MEAM)
[50], and an analytical bond-order (ABO) [51] potentials. Most
of the previously developed potentials reproduce bulk properties
or formation energies of various point defects in 3C-SiC fairly

well. However, none of them has been applied to the crystal
growth of SiC polytypes. To the best of our knowledge, only a
modified Brenner potential [47] had been used to perform MD
simulations for amorphous-to-crystalline transition in 4H-SiC
[49]. At the beginning of the present study, an attempt was made
to perform a SiC crystal growth simulation using the Tersoff, ABO
and MEAM potentials. No attempt was made using the other
potentials because it was not known whether those potentials
could describe hexagonal SiC structures as well as the 3C
structure and some materials properties (elastic properties) of
3C-SiC calculated using those potentials were not in good agree-
ment with experiments. In the crystal growth simulation using
the Tersoff and ABO potentials, no crystallization could be
observed in a wide range of temperature, and partially crystal-
lized structures with lots of defects could only be obtained in the
simulation using the MEAM potential. Those preliminary studies
raised a necessity of developing a new potential that can make
the SiC crystal growth simulation feasible.

As a part of a long-term research to obtain high quality SiC
single crystals, the purpose of the present study is to investigate
the governing factors for the selective growth of 4H or 6H-SiC
polytypes by using atomistic approaches such as MD, MS, and FP
calculations. In order to perform MD and MS simulations for SiC
crystal growth, an interatomic potential for Si-C system is newly
developed based on the second nearest-neighbor modified
embedded-atom method (2NN MEAM) formalism [52] which has
been successful for both metallic and covalent materials. The
influence of various process variables on the selective growth of
polytypes is investigated using MD simulations. The effect of
dopants (Al, N) and native defects is investigated using MS or FP
calculations in connection to the effect of local strain on the
relative stability among polytypes. Section 2 briefly covers the
interatomic potential development and the quality of potential. In
Section 3, the governing factor that affects the selective growth of
polytypes will be investigated paying attention to the influence of
process variables and local strains on growing surfaces, and
Section 4 is a summary.

2. Interatomic potential

2.1. Potential parameters

The 2NN MEAM formalism for pure elements and binary
systems are fully documented in the literature [52–55] and will
not be repeated here. The (2NN) MEAM potential for a binary
system is based on (2NN) MEAM potentials for individual con-
stituent elements. In the present work, the potential for pure Si
was taken from Lee [54] without any modification. However, the
potential for pure C [55] had to be modified to better describe the
Si–C binary system, in the present study. The 2NN MEAM potential
parameters for pure elements, Si and C, are listed in Table 1. It
should be noted here that t(3) and ρ0 values of pure C are different
from those in the original publication [55]. Even though general
features of pure C according to the modified potential are
comparable with those of original potential, the present C poten-
tial is only for Si–C system, not recommended for atomistic study
of pure carbon. The values of binary potential parameters are
optimized so that known physical properties of the relevant binary
system are reproduced as will be described in the next section.
Table 2 shows the final set of Si–C binary parameters.

2.2. Calculation of physical properties

The newly developed Si–C interatomic potential is used to
compute various physical properties of SiC polytypes (3C, 6H, 4H,
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and 2H-SiC) in order to evaluate its reliability. As well as the
properties used for parameter optimization, temperature and
pressure dependent properties of SiC polytypes are presented in
this section, in comparison with experimental information or
other calculations. All calculations are performed with a radial
cutoff distance, 4.0 Å, which is between the second and third
nearest-neighbor distances.

Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 show calculated bulk properties of 3C, 6H,
4H, and 2H-SiC structures, respectively, in comparison with
literature data (experimental information [56–69], FP calculations
[70–80], and other empirical potentials [41–51]). Most properties
of 3C-SiC are reproduced in a good agreement with experimental
information by the present potential, except C44 which is lower
than experimental value (Table 3). Generally, lattice parameters
and elastic properties are reproduced fairly well for all the 3C and
hexagonal structures. According to the present potential, 3C has
the lowest energy, and then 6H, 4H and 2H in increasing order of
energy. All the other empirical potentials show the same order.
However, it should be mentioned that first-principles calculations
report 4H as the most stable structure and then, 6H, 3C and 2H
[70–82].

The temperature and pressure dependences of the volume of
3C-SiC are also available, and comparisons between the present
calculation and experiments are made in Fig. 1(a) and (b). The
changes of lattice parameters of 6H-SiC along temperature are
experimentally reported and are compared with the present
calculation in Fig. 2. It is shown that the agreement is good
especially at high temperature (around 1600 K), above which
crystal growth is performed.

It has been shown that the present 2NN MEAM interatomic
potential can reproduce various fundamental physical properties of

SiC polytypes reasonably well, except elastic constants of hexagonal-
SiC. Even though many more properties would have to be further
investigated using the present potential, it is hoped that the present
potential would be suitable for the investigation of governing factors
that affect the growth of SiC polytypes.

3. Investigation of governing factors

3.1. Influence of process variables (MD simulation)

The Si–C potential described in the previous section is used to a
series of MD simulations to find the effect of various process
variables (temperature, surface face, growth rate, Si:C ratio) on the
growth of SiC polytypes. The MD simulation is performed in a
simulation box shown in Fig. 3, with a two-dimensional periodic
boundary condition along directions parallel to {0001} surface.
A thin hexagonal-SiC substrate is placed on the bottom of the
simulation box. The substrate is composed of three Si–C double
layers of 4H-SiC (ABAC…) with lattice constants that correspond to
those of bulk 4H-SiC at simulation temperatures. Since layer
structure is not complete (the number of layers is not four, and
bottom and top layers are C and Si single layers, respectively), the
layer structure could be easily changed into other structures
during crystal growth simulation. The bottom layer is fixed during
the simulation to prevent the substrate from moving and to
remove any bottom surface effects. The ad-atoms are randomly
positioned at a distance of ten nanometers from the substrate
surface along the [0001] direction, and are given an initial velocity
(VZ) as shown in Fig. 3. The initial velocity of each atom toward the
substrate surface corresponds to the substrate temperature and
can be calculated from the incidental (thermal) energy by the
following expression:

Vz ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Ki

M

r
ð1Þ

where Ki represents the incidental kinetic energy which is con-
verted into thermal energy (1/2kT) based on the substrate tem-
perature and M is the atomic mass.

Experimentally, hexagonal-SiC single crystals (4H or 6H) are
been grown in a temperature range of 2100–2250 1C and in an
atmosphere containing Si2C, SiC2, C3 and Si molecules with an
overall Si:C ratio close to one [13,26,27,89]. C-face seeds are used
to obtain 4H-SiC while both C and Si-face seeds can be used to
obtain 6H-SiC [13]. The typical growth rate is several hundred μm/
h, for example, 220 (μm/h) [90], which corresponds to about
6�10�11 nano-meter/pico-seconds.

In the present study, the effect of each process variable is
investigated by comparing the simulated layer structure for a given
reference set of process variables with the ones obtained by changing
each variable one by one. Hereafter, the reference structure means
what obtained under the reference condition set. In order to deter-
mine the reference condition set, the effect of some process variables

Table 1
2NN MEAM potential parameter sets for Si and C.

Ec re B A β(0) β(1) β(2) β(3) t(1) t(2) t(3) Cmin Cmax ρ0

Sia 4.63 2.35 0.992 0.58 3.55 2.50 0.00 7.50 1.80 5.25 �2.61 1.41 2.80 1.88
Cb 7.37 1.54 4.446 1.18 4.25 2.80 2.00 5.00 3.20 1.44 -0.98 1.41 2.80 5.00

The units of the cohesive energy Ec, equilibrium nearest-neighbor distance re and bulk modulus B are eV, Å, and 1012 dyne/cm2, respectively. The reference structures of Si
and C are diamond structure.

a Ref. [54].
b Ref. [55].(t(3) and ρ0 values are temporarily changed in the present work).

Table 2
2NN MEAM potential parameter set for the Si–C
binary system.

MEAM parameter Si–C

Reference state ZnS_B3
Ec 0.5EcSiþ0.5EcC�0.3753
re 1.8877
B 2.30
d 0.5dSiþ0.5dC

ρSi0 : ρC0 1.88: 5

Cmin (Si–C–Si) 2.00
Cmin (C–Si–C) 0.64
Cmin (Si–Si–C) 1.41
Cmin (C–C–Si) 1.41
Cmax(Si–C–Si) 2.80
Cmax (C–Si–C) 1.00
Cmax (Si–Si–C) 2.80
Cmax (C–C–Si) 2.80

The units of the cohesive energy Ec, equilibrium
nearest-neighbor distance re and bulk modulus B
are eV, Å, and 1012 dyne/cm2, respectively.
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are roughly examined in preliminary MD runs. First, preliminary
simulations are carried out in a wide range of temperature, seeking
the temperature range that generates reasonable growth of crystals. It
is found out that the crystals grown at 2300 K or below involve too

many defects to analyze the crystalline structure correctly. On the
other hands, it is hard to observe crystal growth at or above 2600 K,
probably because the temperature, 2600 K, is close to the melting
point of SiC according to the present potential (see Table 3). Between

Table 3
Bulk properties of 3C-SiC structure, calculated using the present 2NN MEAM potential, in comparison with experimental data, FP calculations and other empirical potentials.

Property 2NN MEAM Exp. First-principles Empirical potentials

3C-SiC (ZnS type) Lattice parameter (Å) 4.3595 4.3596a 4.344h,4.36i, 4.3367j 4.36k, 4.19l,4.321m,4.280n, 4.307o, 4.280p,4.349q,
4.360r, 4.3597t,4.359u

Heat of formation (eV atom�1) �0.3753 �0.34a–0.3753b

Bulk modulus (1012 dyne/cm2) 2.30 2.25c, 2.50d 2.22h,2.16i, 2.18j,2.29k 9.9l,2.24m,2.31o,2.41p, 2.24q,2.35r,2.24u

C11 (1012 dyne/cm2) 3.97 3.9c 3.90h,3.84i, 3.85i,3.72j 10.95l,4.37m,4.15n, 4.26o,4.47p,2.43q, 2.54r,4.02t,3.82u

C12 (1012 dyne/cm2) 1.47 1.42c 1.34h,1.32i, 1.35j,1.57k 9.37l,1.18m,1.13n, 1.34o,p, 2.15q,2.25r, 1.16t,1.45u

C44 (1012 dyne/cm2) 1.36 2.56c 2.53h,2.41i, 2.57j,2.56k 6.06l,3.11m,2.11n,2.80o, 2.93p,0.62q,0.66r, 2.15t, 2.40u

ε (10�6/K) [100�1000 K] 4.3 2.0�4.5e 3s

Cp (J/mol K) [500–1000 K] 49.6 40.1 �48.1f 52.13s

Melting point (K) 2600 2820g

a Ref. [56].
b Ref. [57] (CALPHAD).
c Ref. [58].
d Ref. [59].
e Ref. [60].
f Ref. [61].
g Ref. [62].
h Ref. [70].
i Ref. [71].
j Ref. [72].
k Ref. [73].
l Ref. [41].
m Ref. [42].
n Ref. [43].
o Ref. [44].
p Ref. [45].
q Ref. [46].
r Ref. [47].
s Ref. [48].
t Ref. [50].
u Ref. [51].

Table 4
Bulk properties of 6H-SiC structure, calculated using the present 2NN MEAM potential, in comparison with experimental data, FP calculations and other empirical potentials.

Property 2NN MEAM Exp. First-principles Empirical potentials

6H-SiC Lattice parameter (Å) a 3.067 3.073b 3.074g 3.051l,3.022m, 3.078n,3.078o

c 15.246 15.118b 15.100g 15.012l,14.868m, 15.146n,15.145o

Energy relative to 3C (meV atom�1) 4.3 �1.8f,�1.6g, �1.5h,�1.3i, �1.05j 0.2l,m,n,o

Bulk modulus (1012 dyne/cm2) 2.30 2.20a

C11 (1012 dyne/cm2) 4.31 5.00c,5.04c, 5.02d,5.01e 5.25k 5.20l,4.69m, 4.70n,4.83o

C12 (1012 dyne/cm2) 1.73 0.92c, 0.98c, 0.95d,1.11e 1.442k 0.97l,0.99m, 1.03n,1.25o

C13 (1012 dyne/cm2) 0.86 0.52e 0.888k 0.5l, 0.72m, 0.64n, 0.65o

C33 (1012 dyne/cm2) 5.13 5.64c,5.66c,5.65d,5.53e 5.83k 5.61l,4.93m, 4.93n,5.46o

C44 (1012 dyne/cm2) 1.11 1.68c,1.70c,1.69d,1.63e 1.70k 1.93l,1.72m, 1.68n,1.61o

C66 (1012 dyne/cm2) 1.29 2.03d 1.91k 2.12l,1.85m, 1.83n,1.80o

a Ref. [61].
b Ref. [63].
c Ref. [64].
d Ref. [65].
e Ref. [66].
f Ref. [74].
g Ref. [75].
h Ref. [76].
i Ref. [77].
j Ref. [78].
k Ref. [79].
l Ref. [42].
m Ref. [43].
n Ref. [50].
o Ref. [51].
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2400 K and 2500 K, reasonable crystal growth can be observed and
these two temperatures which are close to experimental temperature
range are chosen as the reference temperature. Concerning the surface
component, it is decided to choose the Si-face for the substrate. This is
because Si-face seeds generate fewer defects than C-face seeds during
preliminary growth simulations. The overall ratio between Si and C in
the atmosphere is maintained to be one for the reference condition.
As mentioned above, the growth of crystals is simulated by sending
individual ad-atoms from the top of the simulation box toward
the surface at a given velocity determined by the temperature.
The number of ad-atoms sent to the surface per time yields the
growth rate. In the present simulation, one ad-atom per pico-second is
chosen as the reference condition. This corresponds to a growth rate
of about 10�4 nano-meter/pico-seconds, which is larger than the
typical experimental growth rate by about six orders. Even though
the simulated growth rate is too large compared to experiments, it is

almost the minimum growth rate that can be achieved using a
reasonable simulation time. This big difference in the growth rate
should be kept in mind when interpreting the simulation results, and
relative changes between the reference structure and structures with
varied conditions need to be paid more attention rather than the
absolute results under individual conditions.

As a reference to examine the effect of process variables, the crystal
growth is simulated over a Si-face substrate by sending each of Si and
C ad-atom toward the substrate per 2 pico-seconds, at 2400 K and at
2500 K. The resultant structures are presented in Fig. 4(a). It should be
noted here that even though 4H and 6H-SiC are interesting polytypes
among the four polytypes considered, only 3C and 2H structures are
obtained during the simulation. A great amount of efforts are made to
obtain 4H or 6H structures, but without success. Before continuing
simulations by changing each process variable, one more needs to be
confirmed. In experiments, as mentioned already, the constituents of

Table 5
Bulk properties of 4H-SiC structure, calculated using the present 2NN MEAM potential, in comparison with experimental data, FP calculations and other empirical potentials.

Property 2NN MEAM Exp. First-principles Empirical potentials

4H-SiC Lattice parameter (Å) a 3.062 3.073a 3.067e 3.032j,3.003k, 3.06l,3.059m

c 10.20 10.053a 10.068e 10.135j,10.038k, 10.227l,10.225m

Energy relative to 3C (meV atom�1) 5.9 �2.5d,�1.8e,�1.9f, �2.2g,�1.2h 5.8j,4.9k, 5.0l, 5.6m

Bulk modulus (1012 dyne/cm2) 2.30 2.20a

C11 (1012 dyne/cm2) 4.49 5.07b 5.372i 5.04j,4.60k, 4.73l,4.86m

C12 (1012 dyne/cm2) 1.93 1.08b 1.560i 0.94j,1.00k, 1.09l,1.27m

C13 (1012 dyne/cm2) 0.51 1.085i 0.4j, 0.64k, 0.61l,0.62m

C33 (1012 dyne/cm2) 5.76 5.47b, 5.649c 6.050i 5.33j,4.72k, 4.89l,5.38m

C44 (1012 dyne/cm2) 1.07 1.59b 1.701i 1.95j,1.73k, 1.70l,1.62m

C66 (1012 dyne/cm2) 1.28 1.907i 2.05j,1.81k, 1.83l,1.79m

a Ref. [61].
b Ref. [66].
c Ref. [67].
d Ref. [74].
e Ref. [75].
f Ref. [76].
g Ref. [77].
h Ref. [78].
i Ref. [79].
j Ref. [42].
k Ref. [43].
l Ref. [50].
m Ref. [51].

Table 6
Bulk properties of 2H-SiC structure, calculated using the present 2NN MEAM potential, in comparison with experimental data, FP calculations and other empirical potentials.

Property 2NN MEAM Exp. First-principles Empirical potentials

2H-SiC Lattice parameter (Å) a 3.055 3.08a,3.079b 3.044g,3.077g

c 5.122 5.04a,5.052b 4.995g,5.053g

Energy relative to 3C (meV atom�1) 8.5 1.1c,2.6d,2.7e 7.0h,5.9i, 6.1j,6.7k

Bulk modulus (1012 dyne/cm2) 2.30
C11 (1012 dyne/cm2) 4.72 5.200f 5.07h,4.65i, 4.76j,4.83k

C12 (1012 dyne/cm2) 2.20 1.452f 0.97h,1.03i, 1.12j,1.24k

C13 (1012 dyne/cm2) 0.02 0.89f 0.42h,0.65i, 0.60j,0.67k

C33 (1012 dyne/cm2) 6.74 5.852f 5.32h,4.75i, 4.86j,5.40k

C44 (1012 dyne/cm2) 1.04 1.70f 1.96h,1.74i, 1.70j,1.64k

C66 (1012 dyne/cm2) 1.26 1.837f 2.05h,1.81i, 1.83j,1.80k

a Ref. [68].
b Ref. [69].
c Ref. [76].
d Ref. [77].
e Ref. [78].
f Ref. [79].
g Ref. [80].
h Ref. [42].
i Ref. [43].
j Ref. [50].
k Ref. [51].
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the growth atmosphere are molecules, while those in simulations are
pure atoms. The selection of ad-atoms as the growing unit is only for
the convenience of simulation. It is necessary to confirm that the
simulations using ad-atoms yield the same results as those using ad-
molecules. In order to perform simulations using ad-molecules,
information for the ratio among constituent molecules is needed. To
obtain such information, a CALPHAD [91,92] type thermodynamic

calculation is performed for the overall composition of Si:C¼1:1 in a
temperature range including 2400 and 2500 K using ThermoCalc [93]
and SUB97 [94] database. The result is shown in Fig. 5. This result is
used to perform another set of growth simulations using ad-mole-
cules, as shown in Fig. 4(b). It can be confirmed that the same
polytypes (mostly 3C at 2400 K and 2H at 2500 K) as those grown
using ad-atoms are obtained when using ad-molecules.

Based on the results presented in Fig. 4, further simulations are
continued using ad-atoms by changing each process variable one
by one. All the results are presented in Fig. 6. When C-face is used
instead of Si-face, no change is observed compared to the
reference structures, that is, mostly 3C is obtained at 2400 K and
2H is obtained at 2500 K (Fig. 6(a)). On the other hands, when the
growth rate is reduced to a half level, the 2400 K sample initially
grows into 2H structure even though it eventually grows into 3C
structure, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Fig. 6(c) shows that as in the case
when the surface is changed from Si-face to C-face (Fig. 6(a)), no
relative change from the reference structures is observed when
the growth atmosphere is changed to a Si-rich condition
(Si:C¼1.1:1). In the case of C-rich atmosphere (Si:C¼1:1.1), how-
ever, 3C growth is observed even at 2500 K as well as at 2400 K as
shown in Fig. 6(d).

In summary, in all cases considered, 2H is grown at higher
temperature, 2500 K, with an exception for the C-rich atmosphere
where 3C is grown, and 3C is eventually grown at the relatively
lower temperature, 2400 K. It has been mentioned that 2H
structure is initially grown even at the lower temperature,
2400 K, if the growth rate is reduced to a half level (Fig. 6(b)).
It should be emphasized here that in the initial seed (Fig. 3), only
the bottom two layers form the 2H structure and the third layer
from the bottom (the top layer) could initiate a growth into other
structures. However, a closer look at the 2400 K samples shows
that the seeds start growing into 2H structure in all samples and
transform to 3C structure during the growth. The case of reduced
growth rate, Fig. 6(b), is simply a case where 2H is grown to the
largest amount and the transition into 3C structure occurs latest
among all the cases considered. It is also shown that the grown 3C
structures always involve a group of defects while the 2H struc-
tures do not, which implies that the formation of 3C and defects
are closely related to each other. To understand the transition into

Fig. 1. Calculated (a) atomic volume vs. temperature and (b) pressure–volume
relation of 3C-SiC in comparison with experimental data [63,83–85] and other
calculations [86–88].

Fig. 2. Calculated lattice parameters a and c of 6H-SiC vs. temperature, in
comparison with experimental data [63].

Fig. 3. Side view of simulation box for the crystal growth. One bottom layer (inside
the red box) is fixed. Yellow (light gray) and navy (dark gray) spheres represent Si
and C atoms, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3C structure, it is necessary to clarify its probable relation with
defects. First, it is necessary to identify the character of the defects.
The number of vertical layers along the direction parallel to the
seed surface (from left end to right end of the sample) in initial
seed and in the grown 2H structure is twenty-four. However, after
the formation of the defects, it increases to twenty-five, which
means an insertion of an extra atomic layer and implies that the
group of defects shown in 3C region is an edge dislocation. Since it
can be thought that a large amount of point defects may enhance
the formation of dislocations, the type and number of point
defects in individual layers are analyzed along the growth direc-
tion, as shown in Fig. 7.

It should be reminded that the types of probable point defects
are six: two vacancies (VSi, VC), two antisite defects (SiC, CSi, where
CSi represents a carbon atom on a silicon site) and two interstitials

(ISi, IC). It should be also mentioned that the simulated point defect
densities must be much higher than experimentally measured
ones because the simulated growth rate is much higher than
experimental ones. Fig. 7 shows that the point defects formed
during the SiC crystal growth are the two antisite defects and
carbon vacancy. The number of those point defects is not changed
during the growth of 2H structure at 2500 K, while it increases as
the growth proceeds in the same 2H structure at 2400 K. The trend
is all the same in all conditions considered. For example, the
changes of point defects along the growth direction in the “2400 K
low growth rate” sample where 2H portion is largest, in the
“2400 K Si-rich” sample where the initial 3C region does not
involve dislocation, in the “2500 K C-rich” sample where the 3C
transition occurs even at 2500 K and in the “2500 K Si-rich”
sample where the 3C transition does not occur are presented in
Fig. 8(a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively. In all cases that show the 3C
transition (Fig. 8(a)–(c)), the number of point defects increases as
the growth proceeds while it remains at a constant level in the
case that shows no 3C transition (Fig. 8(d)). It can be presumed
that the increase of those point defects cause the transition into 3C
structures and eventually the formation of dislocations.

Based on the correlation between the increase of point defects
and the occurrence of the 3C transition, the present authors
conclude that the reference condition of the present study is
essentially the one that prefers the growth of hexagonal SiC if
defects are not included during the growth. Further, the principal
factor that has a direct effect on the growth of SiC polytypes is the
formation of defects. It is believed that, within the temperature of
2400–2500 K, the main role of temperature is not to change the
relative stability among growing polytypes but to change the
possibility of the formation of defects. That is, defects can occur
relatively easily at the lower temperature where atomic diffusion
may not be sufficient. At reduced growth rates, the formation of
defects can be retarded because relatively sufficient time can be
given for atomic diffusion which would reduce the defect forma-
tion tendency. This is believed to be the reason why 2H structure is
grown larger amount under the reduced growth rate condition
(Fig. 6(b)) than other cases at 2400 K. It can be also thought that
the C-rich atmospheric condition increases the defect formation
tendency and causes the 3C transition even at 2500 K (Fig. 6(d)).

It should be emphasized here that the above-mentioned con-
clusions from the present simulation (the increasing tendency of
defect formation with decreasing temperature, increasing growth
rate and increasing C-rich condition) are in line with experimen-
tally observed process conditions that increase the dislocation
density [90,95,96].

Fig. 4. Side view of grown structures under the (a) reference condition and (b) the
same condition but using ad-molecules instead of ad-atoms.

Fig. 5. The distribution of various Si–C molecules (Si2C, SiC2, Si, C3) as a function of
temperature, calculated using ThermoCalc [93] and SUB97 [94] database.
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3.2. Influence of local strain (MS and FP calculations)

Through the molecular dynamics simulations analyzed in the
previous section, it has been concluded that the process variables
may not directly change the relative stability of individual SiC
polytypes. Instead, the easiness of the formation of point defects is
chosen as the governing factor that determines the polytype
growth, and the process variables are thought to have effects only
on the easiness of the formation of point defects. The effect of
temperature and the effect of growth rate on the easiness of the
formation of defects could be reasonably rationalized. However,
there still exist remaining questions. The first is why 3C transition
is enhanced when large amount of point defects are formed, and
the second is why large amount of point defects are formed under
the C-rich atmospheric condition even at the higher temperature,
2500 K.

The present authors think that the presence of point defects
would cause a local strain at surrounding lattices. For example, the
presence of vacancies would cause a locally tensile strain, while
the presence of interstitials would cause a locally compressive
strain. The antisite defects SiC and CSi, are expected to cause a local
compressive and tensile strain, respectively, due to the size
difference between two atoms. If the local strain has an effect on
the relative stability among individual SiC polytypes, the changed
relative stability would be detected by the ad-atoms or molecules
arriving at the growing surface, and would eventually determine
the polytype growth. In order to prove the validity of the present

supposition, the effect of biaxial strain parallel to {0001} faces on
the relative stability of 3C and 2H is calculated, both using the
present interatomic potential (that was used for the molecular
dynamics simulations) and a first-principles calculation. Fig. 9
(a) shows the change of potential energy of 3C and 2H films as a
function of biaxial strain. Here, a zero strain means that the lattice
constant is that of bulk for each structure, and the positive
(negative) sign of strain means that it is tensile (compressive).
It is shown that the 3C structure becomes relatively more stable
than the 2H structure under any types of strain between 75%. The
abrupt decrease of the energy for 2H structure above 5% tensile
stress is due to a partial reconstruction of the 2H structure and is
thought to be an artifact that comes from the incompleteness of
the interatomic potential. Fig. 9(a) indicates that the occurrence of
any local strain due to the formation of point defects stabilizes the
3C structure over the 2H structure, causing the transition into the
3C structure as has been observed in the present molecular
dynamics simulations. The first-principles calculation shows a
similar trend as shown in Fig. 9(b), even though the size of the
effect of strain is small compared to the empirical potential
calculation. A 24-atom supercell (1�1�12) is used in the first-
principles calculation based on the projector-augmented wave
(PAW) potential [97] within the density functional theory (DFT)
framework [98] under the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-
correlation functional [99].

It can be thought that the same explanation may be applied to
the relative stability between 4H and 6H structures, which could

Fig. 6. Side view of grown structures under the (a) C-face, (b) low growth rate, (c) Si-rich and (d) C-rich condition.
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not be investigated using the present molecular dynamics simula-
tion. The calculated effect of biaxial strain on the relative stability
between 4H and 6H according to the present potential and first-
principles is presented in Fig. 10(a) and (b), respectively. Both
calculations indicate that local tensile strain stabilizes 4H over 6H,
while local compressive strain does the opposite. This means that
the results of competition between 4H and 6H growth under
changing process variables may be predictable if the effects of
individual variables on the formation of point defects and the sign
of local strain due to the formation of defects are known. There-
fore, the remaining part of the present study is focused to prove
the validity of the present scheme to explain and predict the
competitive growth between 4H and 6H SiC polytypes under
various process conditions, by interpreting the effect of available
experimental process conditions in terms of defect formation and
the resultant occurrence of local strains.

In order to investigate the effect of individual process variables
in terms of the defect formation, one needs to know the formation
tendency of all probable point defects. The formation energy of
various point defects probable in the 3C-SiC structure, calculated
using the present 2NN MEAM potential, first-principles and other
empirical potentials, are listed in Table 7. In the present calcula-
tion, it is assumed that the chemical potential difference between
Si and C (μSi�μC) in the SiC structure are maintained the same as
that for pure elements (diamond Si and C). The calculation results
from each method show some mutual discrepancies, but in overall,
one may say that carbon vacancy (VC), carbon antisite (CSi)
and silicon antisite (SiC) are the main point defects that can be
observed rather easily in 3C-SiC and also probably in other
hexagonal structures. Such calculations of formation energy of
point defects enable explanations on the results of defect analyses
shown in Figs. 7 and 8, for example, why CSi is dominant in the
C-rich condition while VC instead of SiC is dominant in the Si-rich
condition (see Fig. 8(c) and (d)).

Experimental information reported for the effect of tempera-
ture on the competitive growth between 4H and 6H-SiC is that the
4H structure is preferentially grown at lower temperature around

2400–2500 K [17,18]. Out of the three most probable point defects
(VC, CSi and SiC), two (VC, and CSi) are those induce locally tensile
strains, and the relative stability of 4H increases with increasing
amount of tensile strain as shown in Fig. 10. From those, it can be
expected that the stability of 4H would increase at relatively
lower temperature where the defect formation tendency during
crystal growth is thought to increase. It should be mentioned here
that the growth of 3C structure at lower temperature has been
reported experimentally [27] and also from the present molecular
dynamics simulation. However, the temperature range where the
growth of 3C structure is experimentally reported (�2073 K) is
much lower than 2400–2500 K. Since the present scheme for the
effect of local strain on the relative stability among SiC polytypes is
based on 0 K energy calculations (Figs. 9 and 10), any attempt to
explain the competitive growth between 3C structure and 4H or
6H structure at finite temperatures around 2000 K would not be
suitable. Only the interpretation for the competitive growth
between the 3C and the 2H which is known to be formed also at
low temperatures (�1973 K [17]), and between 4H and 6H that
appear competitively in the same temperature range would be of
physical significance.

Concerning the effect of the type of surface, that is, the preferential
growth of 6H on Si-face and 4H on C-face [21–25], the present authors
believe that the C-face generates more defects (a defect analysis as in
Figs. 7 and 8 also shows the same tendency) inducing mostly tensile
strains and stabilizes 4H structure over 6H. The growth of 6H even on
the C-face at low growth rate [25] can be interpreted to be due to the
slow growth that allows time for annihilation of point defects and
resultant stabilization of 6H over 4H. Concerning the formation
of 4H [26] or 3C [27] in a C-rich atmospheric condition, as already
mentioned, it should be emphasized that the growth temperature of
3C is well below the temperature range for the growth of 4H or 6H.
The point defect that can be formed under C-rich atmospheric
condition is CSi (see Table 7) which contributes to generate local
tensile strains and eventually stabilizes 4H over 6H.

In addition to the above-mentioned process variables, the effect
of doping elements, Al and N, are well reported. As already

Fig. 7. Simulated distribution of point defects along each adjacent Si–C double layer toward growing direction from the seed (the part inside green box of side view) under
2400 K (left) and 2500 K (right) reference conditions. The red line in the left sample is the boundary above which the number of vertical layers changes from 24 to 25.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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mentioned in the introduction of the present manuscript, the
effect of Al doping is non-decisive, generating both 4H [28–31] or
6H [32] depending on the process condition. Similarly, the effect of
N looks non-decisive, with the preferential formation of 4H over
6H [33–36], or the preferential formation of 3C over 6H [37], also
depending on the process condition. To rationalize all the above
experimental information, one needs to know the effect of doping
elements on the generation of local strains or the formation of
other defects. For this, it is necessary to know which sites (Si or C
site) will the dopant atoms (Al or N) be positioned in the SiC
structure first. Since Si–C–Al or N ternary potential is not available,
a first-principles calculation is used to calculate the heat of
substitution for Al or N in the 3C-SiC structure. The result obtained

using a 64-atom supercell (4�4�4) is presented in Table 8. It is
shown that Si site is the energetically favorable site for Al atoms
and C site is the one for N atoms, in agreements with another
first-principles calculation [103]. It is also found that the Al
substitution for Si site generates a compressive strain while the
N substitution for C site generates a tensile strain.

The local strains generated by the substitution of doping elements
can have effects on the relative stability between 4H and 6H-SiC.
However, there is an indirect evidence for the formation of other
defects such as vacancy and interstitial induced by the Al-doping
[30]. It should be reminded here that another probable point defect
that can be associated with the Al doping is the carbon vacancy, VC.
Therefore, the change in the formation energy of VC, when it is

Fig. 8. Simulated distribution of point defects along each adjacent Si–C double layer toward growing direction from the seed (the part inside green box of side view) under
(a) 2400 K low growth rate, (b) 2400 K Si-rich, (c) 2500 K C-rich and (d) 2500 K Si-rich conditions. Red line is the boundary between 24 and 25 vertical layer structures.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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formed on a neighboring site of a dopant Al atom instead of in pure
SiC is estimated using a first-principles calculation. The result is
presented also in Table 8. It is shown that the formation energy of VC

is reduced from 4.45 to 1.93 eV if it is formed on a neighboring site of
Al. Similar tendency is expected from N doping for the formation
energy of VSi (a reduction from 7.47 to 5.21 eV), but the degree of
reduction is less significant compared to that for VC. The present
authors believe that the Al doping induces a tensile strain due to the
enhanced formation of neighboring carbon vacancies rather than a
compressive strain due to the Al size effect, and eventually stabilizes
and promotes the formation of 4H rather than 6H. The case where
6H is reported to form [32] is much different from the cases for
the 4H [28–31], in processing method, temperature and growth rate.
A chemical vapor deposition method (one with the highest purity)
is used instead of solid state reaction, and the temperature and
growth rate is lower by about 1000 K and two orders of magnitude,
respectively. It is further reported that almost no defect is observed
in the grown film of this case, probably because of the high purity
and the low growth rate. The present authors think that the defect-
free growth condition with the compressive strain due to the
Al substitution could stabilize the 6H structure more than the 4H
structure.

N doping is believed to induce local tensile strains due to the
size effect and to promote the growth of 4H rather than 6H, as
experimentally reported [33–36]. However, the report on the
formation of 3C instead of 6H [37] at an equally high temperature
(2473 K) needs to be clarified. A close look at the process condition
for the formation of 3C indicates that the nitrogen partial pressure
in this process is larger than the other cases by around two orders

of magnitude. It has been experimentally reported that a large
amount of N doping increases the formation tendency of defects
and dislocations [37,90]. The present authors believe that the large
amount of N atoms and thus created defects and dislocations
made the growing surface condition to be similar to that obtained
at high growth rate with large amount of defects, where 3C is
usually formed [17].

Fig. 9. Effects of (0001) biaxial strain on the relative stability of 2H and 3C-SiC
structures at 0 K, according to the (a) 2NN MEAM and (b) first-principles calcula-
tions. The histogram in (b) represents the energy difference between the two
structures.

Fig. 10. Effects of (0001) biaxial strain on the relative stability of 4H and 6H-SiC
structures at 0 K, according to the (a) 2NN MEAM and (b) first-principles calcula-
tions. The histogram in (b) represents the energy difference between the two
structures.

Table 7
Formation energy of various point defects probable in the 3C-SiC structure,
calculated using the present 2NN MEAM, first-principles and other empirical
potentials.

Property Defect type 2NN MEAM First-principles Empirical
potential

Vacancy formation
energy (eV)

VSi 4.52 8.01a,8.2b,8.1c 4.67d,4.55e

VC 1.44 5.11a,4.5b, 4.2c 1.39d,1.90e

Antisite formation
energy (eV)

CSi 2.02 4.06a,3.8b, 3.4c 4.43d,2.42e

SiC 4.63 4.46a,4.6b 5.05d,2.48e

Interstitial formation
energy (eV)

CTC 2.67 7.78a,12.4b 6.02d,12.63e

CTSi 8.74 7.2 a,10.0b 5.69d,9.38e

SiTC 3.61 4.8a,13.3b 2.60d,17.55e

SiTSi 4.38 7.34a,13.6b 5.40d,17.30e

CTC denotes tetrahedrally coordinated carbon interstitial surrounded by four
carbon atoms.

a Ref. [100].
b Ref. [101].
c Ref. [102].
d Ref. [47].
e Ref. [51].
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It has been shown that the local strains on the growing surface
due to the formation of various defects can be the governing factor
that affects the selective growth of SiC polytypes, and that the
effects of various process variables can be interpreted in term of
easiness of the defects as summarized in Table 9. Most of the
experimental observations for the formation of SiC polytypes,
especially the competitive growth of 4H and 6H-SiC, can be
rationalized on the basis of the present scheme which can provide
guidance for further experimental study to grow high quality SiC
single crystals.

4. Conclusion

Local biaxial strains on the growing surface are found out to
have an effect on the relative stability of individual polytypes of SiC
crystal. It is also found out that various point defects formed during
the crystal growth can be the origin of the local strains. Therefore,
the role of various process variables (temperature, surface type,
growth rate, atmospheric condition, dopant type, etc.) needs to be
interpreted in terms of their effects on the easiness of the formation
of defects and the type (tensile vs. compressive) of resultant local
strain. An attempt made to explain literature information for the
competitive growth between 4H and 6H-SiC confirms that the
present scheme based on the defect formation and local strain can
be a useful guidance in further experimental studies for selective
growth of high quality SiC single crystals.
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